THE CONCLAVE

Blumar IP Conclave for Youth, 2021 is an international platform conducted for entrepreneurs, start-ups, professionals, researchers, policy makers, individuals, in-house legal corporate and experts to discuss the challenges and opportunities in different region across the globe. In recent times of IPR, technology - innovations - artificial intelligence - importance of brand creation and data - licence and international filing, trademark, copyright and designs for MSME are the factors facilitating the genre of intellectual property (IP).

“Blumar” itself is uniquely coined from one of the Earth’s name, “big blue marble” as it is called in the solar system. So ‘Blumar’ has been adopted from the words BLUE and MARBLE which symbolises our vision to have the young & global IP experts speak at the conclave.

The objective of the Blumar IP Conclave for Youth, 2021 is to witness much more participants to provide meaningful and valuable insights in IP generation as well as managing, enforcing, protecting and monetising intellectual property portfolios.

KEY PARTICIPANTS

✓ IP experts
✓ IP practitioners
✓ Top IP executives
✓ Policy makers
✓ Youth, Students & Entrepreneurs who are into IP practices
✓ Individuals, Professionals and Investors

EXPERTS FROM DIFFERENT COUNTRIES WILL EXCHANGE THE DIALOGUES AND ADDRESS THE KEY CHALLENGES AND ISSUES FACING IP PROFESSIONALS TODAY AND PROVIDES MEANINGFUL AND VALUABLE INSIGHTS INTO THE MARKET.

Blumar IP Conclave for Youth, 2021 will witness with IP expert speakers from across the globe for productive IP knowledge sharing & awareness and an influential group of participants.

Blumar IP Conclave for Youth, 2021 will focuses for global networking and fruitful collaborations with industries will be boosted also the recommendations from the forum shall be submitted to the relevant stakeholders, country officials & representatives, councils, associations and relevant departments and industry players.

GLOBAL IP INTENSITY ON BUSINESS COMMUNITIES

KNOWLEDGE PARTNER